Your Purpose Is A Peaceful
Endeavour
BY AL DUNCAN
If you’ve ever lost your Peace, your only purpose is to find
it again.
Where we lost it, with whom, and how is the place where Peace
is unlikely to be found. Yet we still seek Peace in those
places, people, and things. Not necessarily the same people,
places, and things. But within the pattern that created the
disconnection from our natural state of peaceful being in the
first place.
Peace is a constant in the here and now. It’s always within.
We know this at a deep level. And still, we search without.
The busyness of the world almost forces our hand, to forget
the truth of our own sacred inner bliss.
Peace is out there in the world, once we learn to breathe into
our inner centred peace. Peace can be found in the unlikeliest
of places, when we have disciplined our inner world to be
quiet, calm, and focused.
It’s a fine edge. Yet a clear reflection remains.
Whatever thinking manifested the people, places, and things
that caused us to feel unbalanced, and our peace fragmented,
are doors to be left well alone.
When our Peace returns, as it will, we will once again bless
all that cross our paths.
Part of the process of returning to Peace is blessing all that
have “crossed” us, right now. Forgiving ourselves for being
fooled by the illusions, and taking our rightful place firmly
grounded in our loving hearts, wrapped in an ever-loving

Universe.
Remembering through times we feel lost, and disconnected from
the very source of our essence, the Peace and contentment we
crave are quietly waiting in the stillness. Just like the
gentlest of breezes created by a butterfly’s wings.
Recognize the gift in having lost your Peace, is the gateway
to creating an abundance of moments of Now-ness, connecting
the dots to manifest a sense of wellbeing you may never have
felt or imagined before.
You may have learned the hard way. Yet the deeper sense of
peace created, is a feeling like no other. One that you will
share with open arms with those that appreciate the energy of
a being that has transcended.
This Peace you will extend to those that were part of your
falling.
In your rising, you will internally bow to them in gratitude
but never bend to their ways of ignorance again.
You are a messenger of Peace and Love.
To deeply walk in these sandals, all was predestined to be
lost.
The Universe knowing you would find a way to reconnect to a
Peace as deep as the Universe is loving.
When you realize the only thing you can ever lose,
that is worth all the riches of the World,
is your Inner Peace,
even wild horses will not sway you into betraying that soulful
peace again.
That peace will be guarded with a loving open heart. Angels
will swoop in the joyous blissful energy as if they were in
the realms of the Celestine World.
For that depth of peace, is all that is needed of us. Nothing
more, nothing less. Even though we know all else follows once

peace is manifested, we can still forget.
The Universe reminds us to be grateful for its loss.
To stop resisting its replacement of a battle with the Ego.
To appreciate what has come up because of it, to be healed.
To gladly lay down the sword.
And declare the war within is over.
To wave the white flag of Peace.
To rise and stand again. Ready. To step forth. Into the World.
Not beaten. But with a passion.
A passion to share the message and energy of Peace.
To build on our own growing internal Peace.
To embrace the gift “of nothing really matters”, is to invite
Peace forever into our Life.
We must continue to be a loving pioneer, going beyond the
concepts, to walk a proud dignified path, as the Peaceful
Warrior we came here to be.
We can have it all.
Peace and Love are the magical ingredients to purposely call
forth.
Peace is a decision that must be made daily with a knowing
deserving heart.
For more self-study, The Urban Howl recommends 52 Ways to Live
a Kick-Ass Life: BS-Free Wisdom to Ignite Your Inner Badass
and Live the Life You Deserve

.

Sip a little more:
Gaze Into The Starry Heavens And See What It
Reflects To You
Awaken Your Inner Genie — Whatever You Wish For
You Can Have

The Power Of Love Is On Our Side

#PEACEFULWARRIOR
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SPREAD THE MAGIC:

